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Abstract
We aim to support teachers to grasp major contents of many descriptive answers quickly. For this purpose, we developed the
three-step-view system. The system provides answers by three steps: keyword, phrase, the full text. In this article, we discussed
the eﬀectiveness of the three-step-view system, which supports teachers to grasp major contents of many descriptive answers. We
conducted experiments to ﬁnd frequent phrases from many descriptive answers. By using the three-step-view system, subjects
extract longer and more phrases than by the table-view system. And the result of eye tracking and questionnaire shows the
eﬀectiveness of functions of the three-step-view system.
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1. Introduction
By increasing the rate of students who go on to higher-level schools, there are many and various students, various
interests and scholastic ability, in a class. In such classes, it is hard for teachers to do eﬀective lectures. To support
teachers, many computer systems are used: electronic textbook, LMS (learning management system) such as Moo-
dle1, and e-learning systems such as MOOCs (COURSERA2, Khan Academy3). Recently, tablet devices are widely
used including in classrooms4. It makes these supporting systems used in many classrooms and educational institu-
tions. In Japan, Saga prefecture distributes tablet devices for all high school students, and uses them for class-works
and home-works.
We focus on class-work especially quizzes, which are simple exercises assigned to all students in classroom in-
dividually. Especially, they are used for grasping students’ understandings, not for grading. Nishimori showed that
many teachers in Japan use quizzes in their classroom5. Grasping students’ understandings is important for teach-
ers to do eﬀective class. By grasping students’ understandings, teachers can improve their lessons by commenting
on imperfect understandings, providing supplementary explanations, adjusting the progress and diﬃculty of class-
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work, etc. But, in large classes, doing quizzes takes a while to distribute answer sheet, collect them, and read them.
There are many supporting systems for various quizzes. LMSs, such as Moodle are also used to provide quizzes for
students. They give questions to students, collect answers, and show answers to teachers. They can provide imme-
diate comments on each answer for multiple-choice and ﬁll-in-the-blank quizzes. For quizzes in selective answer
style, the clicker6 supports teachers. It consists of devices with buttons and a server that receives students’ answers
for quiz. The server counts the number of each students’ selection, and gives the teacher the number immediately.
Teachers can grasp misunderstanding students quickly. On the other hand, descriptive quizzes are preferred to grasp
understandings, since students should write their answers in their own words. There are various systems to analyze
descriptive answer. For example, JESS (Japanese essay scoring system)7 can evaluate Japanese essays on the basis of
their rhetoric, organization and content. CMM (Concept Map Miner)8 is automatically generates Concept Maps from
students’ compositions. These systems focus on long descriptive answers (such as report, essay). Answers of quizzes
would be shorter than report and essay because quizzes are used in class-time. Therefore, we have been developing
the supporting system, which is called as three-step-view system, that helps teachers to grasp major description in
descriptive answers (see section 2 for detail)9.
In this article, we discuss the eﬀectiveness of our system. In our previous article9, we discussed the eﬀectiveness
to ﬁnd speciﬁed description from many answers. In general, teachers cannot foresee students’ answers. So, it is
necessary to discuss the eﬀectiveness to ﬁnd major description from many answers. In this article, we discuss it by
simple experiments: ﬁnding major contents, eye tracking, and questionnaires.
2. Supporting system for descripitve quiz in large class
In this section, we simply explain the three-step-view system.
2.1. Overview of the three-step-view system
Teachers grasp many answers status by following steps9:
1. Find keywords in answers
2. Read answer around keywords
3. Read whole answer
Oba proposed the system that provides a summary of answers by following above steps. The system provides the
summary of answers by using three kinds of views that are corresponding to above steps, keyword-view, phrase view,
and answer view. By using this system, teachers can browse many answers by following expected steps. As a result,
they would grasp abstract of answers (major descriptions and their count) quickly. It is a great help for improving
their lessons.
2.2. Interface of three-step-view system
In this section, we introduce each interface of the three-step-view system: keyword view, phrase view, and answer
view.
The ﬁrst view, keyword view, provides teachers important words that are extracted automatically from answers.
Here, important words are the words that are used frequently in answers and does not in general documents10. In
keyword view, important words are arranged in table (Fig. 1). Their location and color are decided by their frequency
in answers and their importance. If a teacher selects a word as a keyword from the table, the system provides the next
view.
The next view, phrase view, provides phrases around the selected keyword (Fig. 2). It is composed of three
columns. In the center columns, segments including the selected keyword are shown. In the left column, segments
are qualifying segments in the center column. In the right column, segments are qualiﬁed by segments in the center
column. They are colored by their frequency. Teachers would grasp usage of the selected keyword regardless of word
order. If a teacher selects a segment on the view, they get whole text of answers including the selected segment in the
answer view (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 1. Keyword view
*
Fig. 2. Phrase view
Fig. 3. Answer view
In the previous study9, we discussed the eﬀectiveness of the system by grasping speciﬁed contents (much or
less). In these experiments, subjects try to grasp the contents speciﬁed by others. In general, teachers cannot foresee
students’ answers and should ﬁnd major contents by themselves. We should discuss the eﬀectiveness in the case that
grasping major contents in many answers. In the next section, we conduct some experiments in such case.
3. Experiments
In this section, we discuss the eﬀectiveness of the three-step-view by a simple experiment.
3.1. Experimental setup
In this experiment, the subjects play the role of a teacher. Each subject ﬁnds frequent phrases and their rough
number from the given answers. Subjects used the speciﬁed system to read answers (table 1). Here, table-view
system (Fig. 4) provide answers in a table with word search ability. During ﬁnding frequent phrases, we record
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Fig. 4. Simple table view
Table 1. Subjects
The ﬁrst answer set The second answer set
Subjects Quiz System Quiz System
Group A X Table Y 3step
Group B Y Table X 3step
Table 2. Answer sets
Quiz X Quiz Y
Question What is copyright? What is a goog web page?
Number of Answers 67 73
Average length(characters) 97 74
gazing point by using an eye tracking system (NAC corporation, EMR-9). After experiments, subjects answer some
questions related to the usability of systems.
We used two answer sets of real quiz (table 2). Both quizzes are done in the lecture of computer literacy for
college students in an engineering course. Time for each quiz is 15 minutes. There are six subjects. All subjects are
graduate/undergraduate students who took a class related these quizzes.
The experiment is conducted by following steps:
1. We lecture to the subject how to use each system and the contents of quizzes.
2. The subject equips eye tracking system and holds his/her jaw on the base to ﬁx the angle.
3. The subject uses both systems until he/she becomes used to the systems.
4. The subject starts ﬁnding frequent description from each answer set. Time for ﬁnding is ﬁve minutes per one
answer set. To ﬁx angle, we operate the keyboard as proxy.
They answer questionnaire 1, 2 and 3 (tables 4 and 5).
3.2. Extracted phrases
In this section, we discuss extracted phrases by subjects. First, we checked extracted phrases. All of them are
certainly frequent phrases, and their numbers are approximately equal to the actual numbers. Therefore, we focus
on the length of them. Table 3 shows the result. They show the number of each cases: extracted phrase is only one
word, or not. Subjects who used table-view tended to extract one word as description and found fewer phrases. By
using three-step-view, subjects extract longer phrases and more phrases. It means that subjects can get more detailed
information by using three-step-view.
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Table 3. Length of extracted phrase
Table-view Three-step-view
one word more one word more
Quiz X 12 0 2 15
Quiz Y 6 4 13 6
Fig. 5. Typical tracking result for keyword view
*
Fig. 6. Typical tracking result for phrase view
Table 4. Questionnaire: Comparison of two systems
Average
Question Score
Q1: Which system is preferred to grasp contents of answers? 4.2
Q2: Which system is preferred to grasp rough number of answers? 4.7
1:table-view — 2 — 3:Neutral — 4 — 5:three-step-view
3.3. Result of eye tracking
In this section, we discuss the eﬀectiveness of three-step-view by the result of eye tracking. Fig. 5 and 6 are typical
movement of gazing point on the three-step-view system. In these ﬁgures, circles indicate the point gazing more than
0.1 seconds, and its size means the time for gazing (larger means longer). Circle on the right-top is the reference for
gazing 1 second. Lines show movements between gazing points. Red circles and lines are for the right eye, and green
ones are for the left eye.
First, we discuss a behavior on keyword-view. Most of subjects select the left-top word at ﬁrst, then move to a
phrase-view about the word. After returning from the phrase-view, subjects search a next keyword from the keyword-
view. Fig.5 shows a typical result of eye-tracking at searching phase. In this case, the subject glanced four words:
each gazing time was less than 0.5sec. In general, subjects glanced several words and ﬁnd a next keyword.
Next, we discuss a behavior on phrase-view. Fig. 6 shows the result of the phrase-view. Most subjects read phrases
in favor of frequent (dark-colored) ones. Most subjects ﬁnished browsing without using the last view, answer view.
In addition, most subjects found frequent descriptions by keyword-view and phrase-view. It implies that our system
suitably summarizes answers to grasp major descriptions in answers.
3.4. Result of questionnaire
In this section, we discuss the usability from the questionnaire. Table 4 and 5 shows average scores for each
question.
Table 4 shows comparison between the three-step-view and the table-view. These results show the eﬀectiveness of
the three-step-view system.
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Table 5. Questionnaire: Evaluation of Each function
Average
Function Score
Table Q3: keyword search 3.5
view Q4: table view 2.8
Three Q5: keyword table 4.3
step Q6: display of each phrase 4.7
view Q7: color in phrase view 4.5
Q8: answer view 3.5
1:poor — 2:fair — 3:average — 4:good — 5:excellent
Table 5 shows evaluations of each function. It is the summary of answers for the question ”How useful is whether
each function suitable for this experiment?”. Functions for ﬁnding keywords are related to Q3 and Q5. Selecting a
word from auto extracted words is preferred than typing a word by themselves. Functions for grasping contents are
related Q4, Q6, Q7 and Q8. Functions of the three-step-view system are preferred than the list-view system.
We can conclude that the three-step-view system is a helpful system, since their functions are suitable and work
eﬀectively.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, we discussed the eﬀectiveness of the three-step-view system, which supports teachers to grasp major
contents of many descriptive answers. We conducted experiments to ﬁnd frequent phrases from many descriptive
answers. By using the three-step-view system, subjects extract longer and more phrases than by the table-view system.
And the result of eye tracking and questionnaire shows the eﬀectiveness of functions of the three-step-view system.
In future, we try to summarize answers by not only their descriptions but also their meanings.
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